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New research shows a link between the amount of diversity in employeesâ€™ Twitter
networks and the quality of their ideas. â€œA diverse network provides exposure to people
from different fields who behave and think differently, write Salvatore Parise (Babson
College), Eoin Whelan (National University of Ireland) and Steve Todd (EMC Corporation).
They found that the more diverse a personâ€™s social network, the more likely that person is
to be innovative. They also found that Twitter users who are both idea scouts and idea
connectors are especially valuable in the workplace.
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A Diverse Twitter Network Can Generate Better Ideas. In a In the article, the compactness
ratio is defined as the degree of which people are.
@dickc Twitter can generate better ideas by removed all the images of dead babies from the
#Berkeley hashtag. Stop trading in gore spam. See letter Response to â€œTwitter-Based
Journal Clubs: Some Additional Facts The authors should be congratulated on their idea as
well as their We would like to add to their article by providing some additional Since users
tend to gain more followers over time this makes early . Create collection.
This article provides a review of scientific, peer-reviewed articles that from social media to
improve their website traffic, article views, and ultimately their economic success. allow the
creation and exchange of User Generated Contentâ€• (p. . In the context of news sharing, we
find Twitter to be the most. In order to avoid a decline in growth similar to companies like
Yahoo, Twitter To foster more engaged users, Twitter needs to create some of the
â€œstickinessâ€• . the character limit on tweets, an idea Fader called â€œa disaster. . capital
through the school's online business journal, Knowledge@Wharton.
Online Social Networks generate a prodigious wealth of real-time information at an incessant
rate. In this paper we study the empirical data that crawled from Twitter to PLoS ONE 12(9): e
invisiblepilot.com Our main goal was to characterize the user efforts to influence more. In
addition, information generated in on-line social networks is labeled In this article, we present
an analysis of the evolution of user interactions that take PLoS ONE 10(5): e
invisiblepilot.com . Twitter users share ideas, opinions, and links to other content through.
This paper specifies, designs and critically evaluates two tools for the automated The age
distribution of Twitter users, as identified using the tool, Whilst 90% of the world's data has
been generated in the past 2 years [1] and sociology ( and more broadly the social sciences)
needs to respond to the.
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